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U

.S. defense strategy and forces today could be at some-

postures that can improve the ability of the United States to deter

thing of an inflection point. The National Defense

and defeat large-scale aggression by the most-threatening adversary

Strategy promulgated by the Trump administration in

states. But even the $165 billion in additional money that would

early 2018, and the largely positive reception that it has

be added to DoD’s topline in the coming two years will not be suf-

enjoyed, signals the emergence of a recognition that the capabili-

ficient to fund every worthy claimant on DoD’s resources.2 Choices

ties of U.S. military forces have been eroding vis-à-vis those of

will have to be made if future U.S. forces are to meet the opera-

key adversaries, especially China and Russia.1 As a consequence,

tional challenges confronting them.

the United States’ ability to deter aggression and intimidation, to
assure allies, and to influence events in East Asia and Europe is
being undermined. Unless steps are taken to reverse these trends,

This Perspective is intended to help inform those choices. It
addresses four aspects of the problem:
•

the United States could find itself playing a greatly diminished role
internationally, irrespective of the strategies and intentions of this

U.S. forces today and in the future?
•

administration or its successors.
The passage by Congress of a two-year budget agreement

possibility of making investments in new capabilities and regional

What sort of armed force is appropriate for the United
States, and why?

•

for fiscal years (FYs) 2019 and 2020 that substantially increases
funding for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) opens up the

What are the most important military challenges facing

How and in what ways do U.S. forces today fall short of
that standard?

•

What sorts of measures are called for to fix the problem,
and how feasible is it to implement these?

Underwriting a Strategy of Leadership

from terrorist threats, to limit the proliferation of weapons of

In the aftermath of World War II, a broad consensus emerged

mass destruction, to ensure adherence to fair trade practices, or to

among Americans that the nation could no longer accept the risks

protect the environment, real progress will require the participa-

of a strategy that eschewed engagement in the security affairs of

tion and support of a broad range of international actors. No state,

key parts of Eurasia. History’s most destructive conflict showed

no matter how powerful, can achieve these objectives unilaterally.

that the security and well-being of Americans could only be assured

Given the continued global diffusion of knowledge, technol-

through active engagement abroad and that a priority goal of that

ogy, wealth, and other instruments of agency, and the increasing

engagement had to be to ensure that no powerful hegemon gained

connectedness of the global economy, this reality is not going to

dominance over the Eurasian landmass. With the adoption by the

change. It is not unreasonable, then, to expect that U.S. national

Soviet Union of a hostile, militarized, and expansionist approach

security strategy will continue to be animated by the realiza-

to international relations, implementing this strategy led to the

tion that no realistic alternative to international engagement and

adoption by Washington of a strategy of containment by means of

leadership exists, rhetoric touting an “America first” approach

a U.S.-led Western alliance. That strategy featured the forward sta-

notwithstanding.4
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Under these circumstances, what sort of armed forces should

tioning of upward of 500,000 U.S. military personnel abroad. Over
time, the U.S. military alliances with the industrialized democra-

the United States have? The first strategic priority should be to

cies evolved into a dense web of relationships that encompassed

maintain peace and stability in regions where the nation has impor-

political, economic, technological, and cultural dimensions.

tant interests and alliance commitments that are under stress: East

That strategy of engagement and leadership survived the

Asia and Europe. This means that the first military priority is to

collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. By the

ensure the viability of key alliances and to prevent any state with

early 1990s, it was widely recognized that, in an increasingly inter-

interests hostile to those of the United States and its allies from

dependent world, Americans could not hope to achieve security

gaining a position of overwhelming dominance in those regions.5

and prosperity at home without the ability to influence actors and

In practical terms, this means today that U.S. forces must be pos-

shape events abroad. Whether the goal is to protect Americans

tured to deter aggression by China, Russia, and North Korea and,

Whether the goal is to protect Americans from terrorist threats, to limit the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, to ensure adherence to fair trade practices, or to protect the
environment, real progress will require the participation and support of a broad range of
international actors.
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in conjunction with allies and partners, to defeat such aggression

At present and for the foreseeable future,
the United States alone has the military
wherewithal to project large-scale military
forces over intercontinental distances and
conduct sustained military operations across
a broad range of mission sets.

should deterrence fail.6
In addition to deterring and defeating large-scale aggression by
state adversaries, U.S. forces must also continue, for the indefinite
future, their campaign against violent extremist organizations, such
as ISIS and al Qaeda, that have the potential to attack U.S. citizens
or to destabilize countries or regions of importance to U.S. interests. As the fight to date against terrorist groups shows, long-term
success depends on keeping the group’s leaders and networks under
unrelenting pressure and building the capabilities of local forces

forces over intercontinental distances and conduct sustained military

and governments. Much of the campaign against such groups

operations across a broad range of mission sets. This capability is

will involve financial, intelligence, diplomatic, and informational

essential in order to offset major imbalances in military power and

instruments. But the U.S. armed forces play crucial roles in train-

to sustain the United States’ role as the security partner of choice

ing, advising, and assisting partner governments in countering

for like-minded states. Without it, the credibility of the U.S. deter-

terrorists and in conducting direct attacks, when appropriate. U.S.

rent and of U.S. alliance commitments would erode, as would U.S.

special operations forces play a leading role here, but they often

power and influence.

require transportation, logistics, and other types of support from
the general-purpose forces.

Unfavorable Trends

Finally, U.S. forces are called upon to protect the United States

In the post–Cold War period, the ability of U.S. forces, in conjunc-

itself from attack. Under normal circumstances, this means keep-

tion with allies, to defeat aggression by the forces of its regional

ing the national missile defense system and elements of the strategic

adversaries—states such as Iraq, Serbia, and Libya—was unques-

nuclear forces on alert, being prepared to intercept airborne threats

tioned. U.S. and allied forces repeatedly demonstrated that, in

from hostile powers or terrorists, and assisting the Department of

conflicts against these adversaries, they could quickly seize the

Homeland Security in monitoring the nation’s borders.

initiative; dominate military operations in the air, at sea, on land,

This is a very demanding set of missions. Fighting and win-

in space, and in cyberspace; and achieve their campaign objectives

ning major wars on the territory of distant countries or in their

swiftly. This military dominance yielded strategic benefits, not only

“backyards” is particularly daunting, but this is what the bulk of

helping to deter challenges to the U.S.-led global order, but also

America’s armed forces have been trained and equipped to do since

serving as the “glue” that held together coalitions of like-minded

World War II. At present and for the foreseeable future, the United
States alone has the military wherewithal to project large-scale military
3

counter violent extremist groups elsewhere that are deemed to pose

Both China and Russia are investing heavily
in conventionally armed, precision-guided
ballistic and cruise missiles that have
sufficient accuracy to destroy even hardened
facilities.

threats to citizens of the United States and of its allies. The ensuing
operations have been a drain on attention, money, and patience at
a time when economic constraints have limited defense spending.
Training for large-scale power projection operations against highly
capable adversaries has also suffered. As one result, the armed forces
of the United States today, like those of many of its allies, are faced
with fleets of aging platforms, the need to rebuild training and readi-

states that promoted common action on a wide range of interna-

ness for high-end combat operations, and inadequate funding for the

tional issues.

types of modern weapons and systems needed to meet the challenges
posed by their most capable adversaries.8

Unfortunately, the era of unquestioned U.S. military superiority has not persisted. A variety of factors are responsible for this.

China and Russia pose the most far-reaching challenges.

First, the vision proffered by the United States and other demo-

Both have invested heavily in capabilities intended to disrupt U.S.

cratically governed states of societies run according to pluralistic

deployments to their regions, impose heavy attrition on forces that

norms and free market economies has not (yet) proven sufficiently

do deploy forward and prevent those forces from conducting high-

compelling to prompt significant and lasting change in many coun-

tempo operations, and protect their own forces and territories from

tries. Authoritarian elites in Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, and

attack. Their goal is twofold: (1) to raise the costs and risks of a

other states see it as being in their interest to fan historically based

prospective military intervention to a level that could deter a future

animosities toward neighboring states and groups and to challenge

U.S. leader from responding forcefully to aggression, and, failing

elements of the U.S.-led international and regional orders. In sup-

that, (2) to hold U.S. military power at arm’s length for a period of

port of these strategies of opposition, the military establishments of

time sufficient to allow that aggression to achieve its primary aims,

these states have closely studied U.S. power projection operations

confronting the United States and its allies with a fait accompli that

since Operation Desert Storm (ODS), with an eye toward find-

would be difficult and costly to reverse.
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Key capabilities supporting these anti-access area denial

ing ways to thwart potential U.S. military interventions in their

(A2/AD) strategies are highlighted below:

regions. To varying degrees, their efforts have borne fruit (as will be

Long-range, accurate missiles. Both China and Russia are

discussed later).

investing heavily in conventionally armed, precision-guided bal-

At the same time, the United States and many of its closest allies
have, since 2001, invested considerable human and material resources

listic and cruise missiles that have sufficient accuracy to destroy

in efforts to stabilize the situations in Afghanistan and Iraq and to

even hardened facilities. These weapons bear little resemblance to
the dozens of inaccurate Scud missiles that Iraq hurled at coali4

tion forces during ODS, few of which landed anywhere near their

In a conflict with China or Russia, U.S. forces
should expect that their command centers
and databases will be subjected to intense
cyberattacks.

intended targets. And China today has thousands of these modern
missiles. As a consequence, U.S. forces on land and at sea in a war
with either of these adversaries would be subject to being attacked
before they ever launched a weapon of their own at the enemy.
DoD is investing in active defense systems, such as Patriot, the
Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system, and
sea-based SM-3 missiles to shoot down ballistic and cruise missiles,

the SAM systems themselves. These SAMs are complemented by

but these defensive systems are expensive, take time to deploy, and

fleets of increasingly modern fighter aircraft. Fifteen years ago,

can be overwhelmed and destroyed by large salvos of attacking

China’s combat air force was composed of obsolescent aircraft of

missiles.9

1950s and 1960s vintages. Today, a very substantial portion of that
force—900 aircraft, including Su-27/30/35 and J-10 variants—are

Reconnaissance and targeting systems. Chinese and Russian
long-range strike systems are supported by increasingly sophis-

deemed roughly comparable in range, payload, and aerodynamic

ticated means for detecting, identifying, and tracking targets.

performance to the fourth-generation F-15s, F-16s, and F/A-18s

Both countries have deployed constellations of surveillance satel-

that make up the bulk of U.S. fighter inventories.11 The Russian air

lites, manned and unmanned airborne reconnaissance platforms,

force has similar capabilities. Both countries’ air forces have also

land-based over-the-horizon radars, sophisticated command and

flown prototypes of fighter aircraft with fifth-generation stealth

control networks, and other systems that can allow their forces to

characteristics. These developments mean that it would take more

determine where concentrations of enemy forces are throughout the

time and cost more lives and aircraft for U.S. forces to gain air

region and to direct strikes against them in near-real time. Russian

superiority than has been the case in any conflict since the end of

forces in Ukraine have demonstrated high degrees of proficiency

the Cold War.12
The fight for information superiority. China’s military doc-

at using a variety of tactical reconnaissance systems, including
unmanned aerial vehicles, to locate and target troop concentra-

trine recognizes the central role that information and rapid decision-

tions, rapidly directing heavy and accurate artillery fire on them.

making play in modern, complex military operations. Accordingly,
China’s armed forces are investing heavily in capabilities to protect

Integrated air defenses. China and Russia have fielded dense
arrays of modern long-range surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems

their information assets and to degrade those of their adversaries.

to protect priority regions of their territories and waters. The newest

In a conflict with China or Russia, U.S. forces should expect that

of these systems have ranges of 400 kilometers or more.10 At these

their command centers and databases will be subjected to intense

ranges, U.S. airborne platforms have difficulties in reconnoiter-

cyberattacks. Space-based and airborne sensors will also be subject

ing the battlespace and engaging key mobile targets, including

to attack by electronic jamming and by kinetic means. The commu5

Extensive war-gaming and analysis of potential future conflicts between the United States and
both China and Russia suggest that, absent significant changes in their capabilities, posture,
and operational concepts, U.S. forces could face the very real prospect of defeat in plausible
scenarios.
nication links that connect forces in the field to one another and to

Its conventional forces, by all accounts, have few modern weapons

control centers at multiple echelons can be disrupted, as well.

and cannot hope to match the capabilities of the forces of South

Finally, these advanced conventional capabilities are deployed

Korea and the United States. In these circumstances, North Korea’s

against the backdrop of large and survivable nuclear forces capa-

leaders must regard their growing arsenal of nuclear weapons as the

ble of targeting theater forces, as well as the U.S. homeland.

primary guarantor of their survival.

This reality would constrain U.S. conventional operations during a

North Korea is estimated today to have between 10 and 20 fis-

conflict, due to concerns over possible escalation.

sion weapons in the 10-kiloton class—similar in yield to the weapons that destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki.14 The United States,

Extensive war-gaming and analysis of potential future conflicts between the United States and both China and Russia

by comparison, fields approximately 1,500 deployed thermonuclear

suggest that, absent significant changes in their capabilities, posture,

weapons of much higher yield plus several hundred lower-yield

and operational concepts, U.S. forces could face the very real prospect

tactical nuclear weapons deliverable by fighter aircraft and bomb-
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of defeat in plausible scenarios. Put more starkly, conflicts such

ers. In combination with its superior conventional forces and those

as these could result in Chinese forces occupying Taiwan; Rus-

of South Korea, one might think that deterrence of aggression in

sian forces overrunning large parts of the Baltic states; hundreds

general and nuclear use in particular by North Korea would be

of damaged or destroyed ships, tanks, and aircraft; and tens of

assured. Unfortunately, there are reasons to doubt this.

thousands of dead and wounded U.S. service personnel. Strategi-

RAND researchers have extensively explored the dynamics of

cally, a failure to reverse these adverse trends would surely lead to

potential future conflicts involving nuclear-armed regional adver-

diminished confidence in and reliance upon the United States as

saries, using interactive gaming. Those games suggest that, while

a security partner and commensurate reductions in U.S. influence

a leader such as Kim Jong-un wants to avoid a war, if war does

worldwide.

occur, it could be very difficult to deter him from using the nuclear
weapons at his disposal in an effort to stop it.15 Should an escalat-

North Korea poses a very different set of challenges. This is a
state that has had trouble feeding its population yet keeps an esti-

ing series of provocations lead Seoul and Washington to undertake

mated 1.19 million men—5 percent of its population—under arms.

major offensive actions against the North, Kim would have little

6

confidence in the ability of his conventional forces to prevail. He

Carrying on the fight against violent extremist organizations

might also conclude, irrespective of the announced aims of the

will call for continued gradual growth in U.S. special operations

U.S. and South Korean leaders, that defeat in war would mean the

forces,17 as well as efforts to improve intelligence collection, analy-

end of his regime and his execution. Under these circumstances,

sis, and sharing; targeted information operations to counter enemy

he might conclude that using nuclear weapons against military

propaganda; and long-term efforts to equip and train the forces of

targets in South Korea, Japan, and elsewhere in East Asia and then

partner states that share the U.S. interest in eliminating havens for

threatening wholesale destruction of urban-industrial areas offered

violent extremist groups in those states’ territories and regions.

the best chance of ending the fighting and preserving his regime.

In short, as has been noted above, the armed forces of the

Threats by the United States to retaliate in kind might then have

United States have for decades been assigned a highly demanding

little effect on his decision calculus because he would perceive that

set of missions. Of late, those missions have become even more

such retaliation would leave him (personally) no worse off than if

challenging: China has used the exponential growth of its economy

he were to refrain from using nuclear weapons.

to fund a rapid and extensive modernization of its armed forces.

This drives the need for capabilities that can prevent a nuclear-

The United States is in the 16th year of an open-ended campaign

armed regional adversary such as North Korea from using nuclear

against Salafist jihadi groups. North Korea is fielding nuclear

weapons, as opposed to trying to deter such use through the

weapons. And to top it off, since 2014, Russia has adopted an

manipulation of costs and benefits. This, in turn, places emphasis

overtly hostile attitude toward the West and shown a willingness to

on capabilities to detect, locate, track, and destroy nuclear weap-

use military force against Western interests and measures short of

ons and their delivery vehicles before they can be launched, as

war against the United States and other Western societies directly.

well as the ability to intercept and destroy delivery vehicles post-

While U.S. defense spending has increased to fund operations in

launch. For the Air Force, this might mean improving capabilities

the Middle East and Afghanistan, it has not been adjusted to meet

to locate, identify, and rapidly attack mobile missile launchers in

the other demands of a deteriorating security environment.
As a result, U.S. forces today are increasingly ill-suited to meet-

the field and exploring concepts for intercepting ballistic missiles
in boost phase. Unless and until highly reliable means of attack

ing the demands of an ambitious strategy of leadership and engage-

prevention become available, U.S. leaders might be compelled to

ment. Those forces are, at once, larger than needed to fight a single

temper their objectives vis-à-vis nuclear-armed regional adversar-

war, failing to keep pace with the modernizing forces of great power

ies, avoiding conflict with them or using force in limited ways in

adversaries, and poorly postured to meet key challenges in Europe and

the hope of minimizing the adversary’s incentives to escalate to

East Asia.18 The nation needs to do better than this.

nuclear use.16
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Priorities for the Future Force

difficult both to mount an effective defense and to reinforce the

The manifold challenges posed by Chinese and Russian forces

theater.

are such that simply buying more and better weapons will not be
sufficient. In order to restore their ability to defeat aggression by

Toward a New Approach to Power Projection

these adversaries, U.S. forces will need to conceive and implement new

As noted above, war-gaming conducted by RAND and DoD has

approaches to power projection. The approach to joint expedition-

been evaluating the performance of future U.S. forces in sce-

ary operations that worked so well against the regional adversaries

narios involving adversaries with advanced A2/AD capabilities.

of the post–Cold War period will very likely fail if tried against

Insights derived from those efforts point to three key elements of

China and Russia in the future. That approach features a heavy

a new approach to projecting power against these most capable

reliance on expeditionary forces that deploy to a region of conflict

adversaries.19
First, forward-based U.S. forces and infrastructure must

following warning of an impending attack. It also relies on being
able to operate land-based forces and surface ships from areas close

be sufficiently robust to withstand initial attacks by enemy

to enemy territory and is predicated on the ability of U.S. forces to

anti-access systems and provide essential enabling capabilities for

quickly dominate operations in all five domains of military opera-

early strike operations. In NATO/Europe, this means rebuilding a

tions—air, sea, land, space, and cyberspace.

posture of land and air forces on the alliance’s eastern flank that is

In a conflict involving China or Russia, many elements of this

capable of confronting a combined arms Russian invasion. In both

concept of operations will face severe challenges. U.S. forces likely

Europe and the Western Pacific, it means building a more-resilient

will not have air superiority over the battlespace in the opening

network of bases through selective hardening, redundancy and

days of a war. Military satellites will be under attack, disrupting

dispersal, deception measures, and active defenses against cruise

reconnaissance; positioning, navigation, and timing; and com-

missiles; enhancing the resiliency of space-based capabilities for

munications. Air bases, land forces, and surface ships in the region

reconnaissance, communications, and positioning, navigation, and

will be attacked by large salvos of accurate missiles, making it

timing; and ensuring that operations can be effectively orchestrated
in wartime even when command and control assets are under
intensive attack.
Second, U.S. forces must find ways to detect, identify,

In order to restore their ability to defeat
aggression by these adversaries, U.S. forces
will need to conceive and implement new
approaches to power projection.

track, and engage and damage key elements of the enemy’s
operational center of gravity—its invading forces—from the
outset of hostilities in circumstances in which the air, sea,
land, space, and cyber domains are heavily contested. Even
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with improvements to forward posture and capabilities, U.S. forces

through jamming and cyberattacks on theater- and tactical-level

likely will not have time to defeat the enemy’s principal threats to

communications) would reduce the threat posed by its remaining

their operations in these domains prior to attacking its invading

A2/AD systems and facilitate effective operations to terminate the

forces. Therefore, U.S. and allied forces must find ways to “reach

conflict on favorable terms.

into” contested areas of the battlespace in order to delay, disrupt,

Further analysis and experimentation are called for in order to

and ultimately defeat an attacking force.

determine the robustness of this new approach to projecting power.

For this, U.S. forces today have two important trump

But it is known today that key elements of it are feasible, both oper-

cards to play: heavy bombers and undersea platforms. The U.S.

ationally and technically, so that DoD need not wait to fully vali-

fleet of 96 combat-coded bombers—B-1s, B-2s, and B-52s—

date the overall concept before acquiring the types of capabilities

supplemented by aerial refueling aircraft, can operate from bases

needed to support it. It is also known that today’s force and the force

that lie beyond the range of Chinese and Russian convention-

that will be provided by the current program of record lack many of

ally armed ballistic missiles. If equipped with sufficient numbers

these essential capabilities. Programmed stocks of standoff and other

of capable standoff weapons, these aircraft can bring sustained,

preferred munitions are seriously inadequate for wartime needs, for

accurate firepower to bear against naval vessels, C2 nodes, logis-

example. Too many of DoD’s satellites lack the characteristics they

tics and support facilities, and mechanized ground forces. U.S.

need to survive and operate in the face of kinetic and nonkinetic

submarines can evade detection and launch standoff weapons as

attacks. Improved means for countering sophisticated, long-range

well, although their weapons-carrying capacity is rather limited.

SAM systems are needed. And even prosaic things to reduce the

Future generations of large, unmanned underwater vehicles have

vulnerability of forces at forward bases, such as fuel bladders and

the potential to expand the attack capacity of the Navy’s submers-

expedient aircraft shelters, are lacking.20
The challenges posed by even the most capable adversary states

ible fleet.

are not intractable. Military laboratories, defense industries, and

Third, provided these early strikes can disrupt and blunt
the enemy’s offensive thrusts, they can buy some time for

warfighting experimentation centers are coming up with innovative

other elements of the joint force to degrade key elements of

ways to counter many parts of the A2/AD challenge. With a fairly

the enemy’s A2/AD complex and pave the way for follow-on

modest but sustained and predictable increase in funding for modern-

operations to further attrit the enemy’s forces. Dismantling

ization, U.S. forces could begin putting into the field capabilities to

the integrated air defense system would lay surface forces bare to

enable a new approach to projecting power and defeating aggression.21

observation and attack by penetrating aircraft and direct attack

That having been said, even with extensive modernization, U.S.

weapons. It would also enable U.S. fighter aircraft to keep enemy

forces should not expect to regain vis-à-vis the forces of China and

airborne reconnaissance platforms away from U.S. forces and bases.

Russia the level of overmatch that they enjoyed against the regional

Further disrupting the enemy’s command and control systems (e.g.,

adversaries of the post–Cold War era. That is simply not realistic.
9

With a fairly modest but sustained and predictable increase in funding for modernization, U.S.
forces could begin putting into the field capabilities to enable a new approach to projecting
power and defeating aggression.
But it is also not necessary. What is needed is a force with sufficient

Every initiative on the list that follows meets three criteria:

capability and capacity to cause enemy leaders to doubt their ability

1.

It can make a significant improvement in the ability of the

to prevail in a large-scale fight against the United States and its

joint force to meet critical wartime objectives that are cur-

allies.

rently at high risk.
2. The capability can begin being fielded within the time

Priority Investment Areas

frame of the FY 2019–2023 Future Years Defense

All four services have important roles to play in restoring U.S.

Program.

power projection capabilities. The research and analysis docu-

3. The investment will contribute to filling important capa-

mented here focused on air operations, and so this Perspective’s

bility gaps across multiple scenarios and adversaries.

findings with respect to investment priorities are limited largely
to the air domain. The initiatives listed below do not represent a

•

Accelerate development and procurement of standoff

complete list of enhancements that are called for. Nor can this

weapons (e.g., Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile—

analysis support the claim that this set of enhancements is neces-

Extended Range and Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile). The

sarily the most cost-effective way to restore U.S. power projection

bomber force can operate from beyond the reach of most

capabilities. There could be other, complementary approaches to

Chinese and Russian precision-strike weapons and launch

achieving this goal. But the war-gaming and analysis on which this

standoff weapons from beyond the range of advanced air

Perspective draws suggest strongly that, if successfully developed

defenses. This force can deliver on the order of 1,000 weap-

and fielded, these capabilities can “move the needle” quickly and

ons per day on a sustained basis, but only if those weapons

significantly in a direction favorable to the United States. Collec-

are procured and available.22
•

tively, capabilities such as these can enable the new, three-phased

Accelerate development and procurement of a longerrange, fast-flying, SAM-killing missile (e.g., Advanced

approach to power projection outlined above.

Anti-Radiation Guided Missile—Extended Range). The
primary weapon that U.S. forces have relied on for this role
since the 1980s—the AGM-88 high-speed anti-radiation

10

missile—is badly outranged by the most-capable Russian

forces, yet they lack adequate inventories of weapons to do

and Chinese SAMs. It is imperative that U.S. air forces

this effectively.

regain their ability to quickly and effectively attack the
•

•

enemy’s integrated air defenses.

space systems. This might include building and launch-

Ramp up procurement of passive protection measures

ing constellations of satellites with greater degrees of

for forward bases (e.g., expedient shelters, fuel bladders,

maneuverability, redundancy, stealth, and other protec-

airfield damage repair equipment and materiel, decoy

tion features. It might also mean doing more to exploit

aircraft, and other deception measures). Analysis shows

growing commercial capacity for space-based imaging and

that such measures, in conjunction with active defenses,

communications.

can significantly enhance force survivability and sortie
•

•

•

Accelerate the development and fielding of counterspace

generation.

systems (especially nonkinetic systems, such as jamming

Accelerate and expand planned fielding of modern cruise

and dazzling systems).

missile defenses (e.g., the Army’s Indirect Fire Protection

•

Accelerate development and fielding of more-robust

•

Accelerate development and testing of a system for inter-

Capability, Increment 2 [IFPC-2] system). Russian and

cepting ballistic missiles in boost phase (e.g., the Air-

Chinese cruise missiles can inflict severe damage on air-

borne Weapons Layer [AWL] concept). Kinetic, boost-phase

fields, command and control nodes, logistics concentrations,

intercept could be a key to defeating North Korean nuclear

and other assets critical to joint and combined operations.

weapons. The AWL air-to-air missile would also greatly

IFPC-2 can greatly improve the ability of U.S. forces to

increase the reach of U.S. fighter aircraft for defense against

defeat salvo attacks by modern cruise missiles.

cruise missile-carrying bombers.

Deploy or station two or three U.S. armored brigades

•

Choose and acquire in numbers a light reconnaissance

and an Army fires brigade in or near the Baltic states.

and attack aircraft (e.g., the AT-6 or A-29). U.S. forces

Stockpile munitions in theater adequate for 30 days of

will be called upon to carry on the fight against violent

high-tempo land and air operations.

extremist organizations for a generation or more. An all–

Accelerate and expand development and procurement

fifth-generation fighter force is manifestly not optimal for

of guided area anti-armor weapons (e.g., Pre-Planned

this fight.

Product Improvement Sensor Fuzed Weapon in a
powered dispenser). In scenarios involving Russia, North

Moving forward on all of these initiatives at a responsible pace

Korea, and China or Taiwan, air forces are called upon

would require that approximately $20 billion be added to the Air

to damage and destroy armored and mechanized ground

Force’s annual budget on a sustained basis.23 If the departments of
the Army and Navy were to receive similar increases, DoD’s topline
11

would rise by approximately $60 billion, or 0.3 percent of the

the primary challenges facing U.S. military operations abroad,

projected U.S. gross domestic product in FY 2023. This is, obvi-

would be incalculable. Surely, a failure to respond adequately to

ously, a considerable sum of money. But the strategic value of such

these challenges would, in time, have unavoidable consequences for

an increase, if focused on the capabilities that most directly address

U.S. security and well-being.
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